
2nd ICIP, Washington - November 95 1MRF-BASED MOTION SEGMENTATION EXPLOITINGA 2D MOTION MODEL ROBUST ESTIMATIONJean-Marc Odobez and Patrick BouthemyIRISA/INRIA, Campus universitaire de Beaulieu35042 Rennes Cedex, Francee-mail : odobez@irisa.fr bouthemy@irisa.frABSTRACTThis paper is dealing with motion-segmentation, that is,with the partitioning of the image into regions of homo-geneous motion. Here, homogeneous means that in eachregion a 2D polynomial model (e.g. an a�ne one) is able todescribe at each location the underlying \true" motion witha prede�ned precision �. However, no estimation of this truemotion �eld is required. The motion models are computedusing a multiresolution robust estimator [1]. Therefore, asopposed to almost all other motion-segmentation scheme(for instance [2, 3]), the motion model of a given regiononly needs to be estimated once at a given time instant.Moreover, the determination of the boundaries between thedi�erent regions, which is stated as a statistical regulariza-tion based on a multiscale Markov Random Field (MRF)modeling, only requires one pass. Finally, thanks to thede�nition of an explicit detection step of areas where theerror between the underlying motion and the one given bythe estimated models is not whithin the precision �, we areable to get a good segmentation from the very beginning ofthe sequence, and to manage the appearance of new objectsin the scene, as well as the momentary increase in complex-ity of motion in already existing regions. Results obtainedon many real image sequences have validated our approach.1. INTRODUCTIONMotion-based segmentation [3, 2, 4, 5] is an essential toolin dynamic scene analysis applications, like computation oftime to collision, obstacle avoidance, detection and track-ing of moving objects: : : It is also of great importance inimage coding, where block matching schemes have showntheir limit at yielding a good visual quality for the imagesequences reconstructed at the receiver, whenever the al-lowed bitrate is very low or motions are complex. More-over, in several image transmission applications, a spatially-constant reconstruction quality may not be required (\Headand shoulders" scenes, remote surveillance video systems,etc: : :). In this context, motion-based segmentation playstwo essential roles. First, it is useful to analyse and inter-pret the scene, as well as to extract its di�erent and visu-ally important moving parts [6]. The choice of motion as asegmentation criterion allows us to deal with a small num-ber of regions, as opposed to grey-level based segmentationThis study was supported in part by the French Ministry ofResearch in the context of the GDR-PRC \Man-Machine Com-munications"( Vision research program, MRT contract 91S269),and by \R�egion Bretagne" ( Brittany Council) through a contri-bution to student grant.

approach. Second, the motion-based segmentation can beused directly for motion compensated coding purposes.The motion-based segmentation algorithm that we propose,its features as well as its assets are described in the followingsections. 2. GENERAL APPROACHThe motion-based segmentation algorithm relies on the useof 2D parametric motion models, robust estimation, andmultiscale Markov Random Field (MRF) models. The goalof the segmentation is to jointly estimate the motion mod-els f(�k)t+1t gk2f1;:::;Nrg and the associated region partitione(t) = fRk(t)gk2f1;:::;Nrg at time t1, whose labels are in theset f1; : : : ;Nrg. Nr stands for the number of regions in theimage, and has to be estimated on-line also. Though any 2Dpolynomial motion model could be considered, we mainlydealt with the a�ne one. With this model, the displace-ment ~d�k at point s = (x; y) in region k is described by:~d�k (s) = �ak1 + ak2x+ ak3yak4 + ak5x+ ak6y� with �k = (aki )i=1:::6 (1)Most approaches generally proceed in two steps that areiterated until convergence [2, 3]. The �rst one consists inestimating the motion models given the current partition;the second one in determining the optimal partition, themotion models being kept unchanged. In our case, those it-erations that can be computationaly expensive, are avoidedthanks to the use of a robust multiresolution motion esti-mator described in [1]. Let us note that robust estimationhas already been used in [4] for segmentation purpose, butin a quite di�erent manner. A least-median-square tech-nique was used along with temporal decomposition for themotion model estimation, and segmentation was based ona merging procedure from an initial spatial segmentation,both steps leading to a far more complex solution.The determination of the motion segmentation at a cur-rent intant t, given the segmentation at the previous in-stant, is basically made out of four main steps: the pre-diction of an initial partition map, the motion model esti-mation, the updating of the partition given the computedmotion models, the detection of new regions. In the nextsections, we describe each of these di�erent steps.The initialization step, i.e. the search for the motion-basedsegmentation corresponding to the two �rst images of thesequence, is conducted in the same way, starting with a\predicted" segmentation map composed of one single re-gion.1We will drop the time indexes when there is no ambiguity.



2nd ICIP, Washington - November 95 23. PREDICTIONThe prediction of the partition at time t, denoted ~e(t), isdetermined using the segmentation map along with the es-timated motion models obtained at time t� 1. This allowsus to supply a coherent labeling of the same motion entityin the successive partitions over time. More precisely, thelabel k in ê(t�1) at each pixel s is a�ected to each point onthe grid around s+ ~d(�̂k)tt�1 (s) in ~e(t). Pixels that receiveno label (discovered regions between t� 1 and t) are givena special label, as well as pixels that receive multiple labels(occlusion areas).4. ROBUST MOTION ESTIMATIONThe motion models (�k)t+1t between frame at time t, Itand frame at time t+1, It+1 are estimated using the initialpartition ~e(t) = f ~Rk(t)g. Owing to the robustness of ourestimator, an imprecise predicted map or the appearanceof new objects should not perturb the estimation process.More precisely, our estimator takes advantage of a multires-olution framework and an incremental scheme based on theGauss-Newton method. It minimizes an M-estimator crite-rion with a hard-redescending function to ensure the goalof robustness. i.e. (�k)t+1t is computed as follows [1]:(�̂k)t+1t = argmin�k Xs2 ~Rk(t)� (DFD(s; k))with DFD(s; k) = It+1(s+ ~d�k (s))� It(s) , (2)and �(x) is the Tuckey's function, bounded for high valuesof x. 5. UPDATING OF THE PARTITIONThe updating of the partition e(t) using the estimated mod-els (�̂k)t+1t is achieved through a statistical regularizationapproach based on multiscale MRF. More precisely, we usea MAP criterion, which, taking advantage of the MRFmodeling, leads to the minimisation of an energy U(e; o; ~e)(where o is the �eld of observations and is composed of theimages It and It+1):U(e; o; ~e) = U1(e; o) + U2(e) + U3(e; ~e)� We have paid particular attention to energy term U1,which expresses the adequacy between the labels and theobservations. Since we are dealing with motion segmen-tation, we prefer to rely our analysis on local motion es-timates rather than on the usual displaced frame di�er-ence: DFD(s;k). However, as the computation of a ow�eld is an intricate problem, as di�cult to solve as the seg-mentation one, we only use partial motion measures os(k)that can be straightforwardly computed from the images[7]: a weighted average of the residual -i.e. after motioncompensation- normal ows jDFD(p;k)j=k~rI(p)k, where~rI(p) is the spatial intensity gradient at point p, and p arepoints of a small neighborhood N(s) of site s:os(k) = Pp2N(s) jDFD(p;k)j � k~rI(p)kmax(m;Pp2N(s) k~rI(p)k2) (3)where m is a predetermined positive constant to accountfor noise in the uniform areas. An interesting property of
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2Figure 1: Potentiels V1 in two extrem cases: case of a site lo-cated on a corner (curve 1), and on straight edge (curve 2).The curves, through the bounds, reect the local intensitystructure, and thus, the aperture problem. For instance, avery low energy indicates that the residual motion magni-tude is below a given prede�ned value �. In the straightedge case, because of the aperture, an observation, howeverlow it is, cannot tell with certainty whether the residual mo-tion magnitude is below �; therefore, the energy does notfall as low as in other cases, like in the corner case, wherethe aperture problem is less important.this measure is the following. We can derive two boundsls and Ls, which only depend on the local distribution ofdirections of the spatial intensity gradient and on a presetfactor �, such that:� os(k) < ls ) k�~d(s; k)k < �os(k) > Ls ) k�~d(s; k)k > �with �~d(s; k) = ~dtrue(s)� ~d�̂k(s). The potentials involvedin the energy term U1 reect the \energetic translation" ofthe above inequalities:U1(e; o) =Xs2S �Fs� V1(es; o) with Fs = AG;1(k~rI(s)k)and V1(es; o) = Als;2(os(es))� (1�ALs;2(os(es))where Atr;r(x) is a smoother version of a step edge. Thus,it is an increasing function from 0 to 1, such that the stepoccurs at tr (Atr;r(tr) = 0:5) and the slope of the tran-sition is controlled by r (dAtr;r=dx(tr) = r). We use thenormalized arctangent: 1� arctan(r�(x�tr))+0:5 instead ofa sigmoide, because it reaches values 0 or 1 less rapidly. Asite with low image gradient usually carries poor and unre-liable information about the adequation of a given motionmodel; therefore, the role of the damping factor Fs is toreduce the amplitude of the energy term provided by theobservations at such a site (approximately characterized byk~rI(s)k < G), which conversely increases the relative con-tributions of the regularisation terms.The �gure 1 shows how these bounds and inequalitiesallow us to take into account the well known \aperture prob-lem". More precisely, they allow us to tell, given the localintensity structure, which motion model is \adequate" (i.e.,describes the underlying true motion with precision �), andwhich is not. When there exists an ambiguity (for instance,if there is not enough structure, like in uniform areas, orif several motion models are convenient,: : :), energy termsU2 and U3 that we now briey describe introduce the con-textual information necessary to remove it and perform acorrect labeling.� Energy term U2 accounts for the expected spatial proper-ties (homogeneity) of the label �eld, and has the following



2nd ICIP, Washington - November 95 3usual expression:U2(e) = X(s;t)2C �d(1� �es=et)where C represents the set of cliques of two elements asso-ciated to a second order neighbourhood system �, and � isthe Kronecker function.� U3 favours the conservation of labels over time (except inoccluded and uncovered regions between It�1 and It whereno label is favoured), when the newly estimated motionmodels (�̂k)t+1t are still able to correctly describe the mo-tion inside their corresponding region. It is given by:U3(e; ~e) =Xs2S Fs � �dt(1� �es=~es)where � is again the Kronecker function. Note that thisenergy term also plays a second role. Suppose that a newregion l is created (see next section) in an area inside theregion k, because the motion estimate �̂k is not adequateanymore to describe the motion in this area. This new re-gion l, of course not existing in ~e, will therefore have to bringa signi�cant gain in the description of motion in this area-through �̂l and thus, U1-, to compensate for the penaltyintroduced by the potential V3. As the possible gain isweighted by Fs in U1, the penalty term V3 must also beweighted by Fs.The global minimization of the energy function is per-formed using a multiscale approach, [8], where at a givenscale the solution is computed with the Highest Con�denceFirst minimization procedure [9].In this 3rd step of the algorithm, the areas labeled \oc-cluded" or \uncovered" in the prediction step (section 3)are assigned the labels that suit them. The updating ofthe boundaries between two regions k and k0, accordingto the new motion estimates, is also performed. Thus, atthe end of this step, the segmentation into regions withhomogeneous motion, using the number of motion modelsintervening in the segmentation at the previous instant, isachieved. The purpose of the step that follows is thereforeto test: a) if new mobile objects have appeared in the scene;b) if the current number of motion models is still enoughto provide a good description of the apparent motion in theimage. 6. DETECTION OF NEW REGIONSWithin each region k, sub-areas whose motion do not con-form to the estimated motion model �̂k are detected. Thisis achieved using a scheme similar to the one described in [7],which was concerned with the detection of moving regionsnot conforming with the global motion model estimated inthe whole image. The signi�cant connected components areextracted from the set of all those sub-regions where theexisting motion models are not valid, and the number ofregion Nr is updated accordingly. If there is no signi�cantnew regions, the �nal partition at time t is that obtainedat the end of the last relaxation performed at step 3 . Ifthere is, the motion models in the newly created regions areestimated still using the multiresolution robust estimator,
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a bFigure 2: \Interview" sequence. The camera is tracking the woman on the right, who is standing up while moving her arm.Motion-based segmentation map at time t37 with two di�erent \precision" levels: a) � = 1:25 and b) � = 0:75. Boundariesare overprinted in white. In Fig. 2b, the higher precision required (w.r.t. Fig. 2a) implies that the algorithm creates regionsto account for the motion of the right hand, the hairs,: : :

a bFigure 3: \Mobile" sequence. The camera is panning the scene while the calendar is sliding vertically, the ball is rolling andthe train is moving forward. a) segmentation map obtained at time t1. b) enlargement of one part of the segmentation mapobtained at time t4. � = 0:6. Similar results have been obtained with values ranging from 0:4 to 1:0 pixels.
a bFigure 4: \Renata" sequence: segmentation map at time t1 (a) and t15 (b). The small swing of the arm, as well as the slightnod of the head at the beginning of the sequence, are taken into account. The camera is also moving. � = 0:5. Similarresults have been obtained with values ranging from 0:4 to 1:0 pixels.


